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Singapore Untamed is proudly presented to you by (from left to right):
Wong Jun Hao, Chan Wan Ting, Alexis Goh, Pang Tien Feng, Zhang Chenxin

Singapore Untamed was first conceptualised by our team member, Alexis, as a way to
educate players about evolution and inter-species competition for a university ecology
module. Since then, it has transformed into a more beginner-friendly and casual game
which seeks to highlight Singapore's rich biodiversity and landscape. Players will
discover the amazing hidden wildlife in our lush local habitats, while learning about
evolutionary game theory and how species ingeniously adapt to different
environments. Through fun and engaging gameplay, we hope players can gain a
deeper appreciation for Singapore's natural biodiversity.

The team worked on this project from May 2020 to March 2022, with support from
Accommodate SG, and funding provided by the SG Eco Fund 2020. As development
began during the Circuit Breaker and continued through the COVID-19 pandemic,
majority of our meetings and game trials were held online. 

A B O U T  S I N G A P O R E  U N T A M E D

Visit our website to learn more 
about Singapore Untamed by 
scanning the QR code, or go to:
https://tinyurl.com/sguntamed

https://tinyurl.com/sguntamed


Experience Singapore’s natural environment from the comfort of your living room! Step
into the shoes of a local wildlife species as you struggle against nature, evolve against all
odds, and negotiate with other wild creatures. Get familiar with ecological concepts in
your fight for food, survival, and victory. Acquire cool adaptations and explore different
habitats, while having fun learning about the diverse fauna that call Singapore home.

So grab your friends, take a seat, and get ready to explore the untamed Singapore!

Ages 9+ 4-6 players 30-60 min

Singapore Untamed is a competitive 
strategic board game which celebrates 

Singapore's rich biodiversity.































G A M E  E N D

Determining the Winner

Each completed Niche set = 12 EVP
Copies of Adaptation cards (depends on set and copies collected)
Every 10 Food remaining can be converted to 1 additional EVP

The winner is the player who has accumulated the highest number of
Evolution Points (EVPs).

NATURE'S 
BOUNTY

MIGRATION INTER-SPECIES 
COMPETITION

EVOLUTION

These 4 phases make up 1 round.
The game ends after 10 rounds.

Use the round counter to keep track of the rounds!

Gamemaster Guide
Scan the QR code to access our online Singapore
Untamed Gamemaster Guide, or visit our website at
https://tinyurl.com/sgu-howtoplay






